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Running Up That Hill
Hills. We all know how hard they can be on a run. From the brutes like Crittenden Hill in
the middle of the Bridge of Flowers race to the slightest rise near the end of a marathon,
they taunt us and challenge us. Some runners never make peace with them, forever cursing their cardio-busting existence. Others see that glass as a bit more half full. Hills do hurt
us, in the moment, but they also make us better. As many have noted, hills are really just
speedwork in disguise. And some runners regard hills as end goals in their own right.
Uphill mountain racing has seen a surge of interest lately. Don’t believe me? Check out the
bounty of articles from national publications on the Loon Mountain Race website. Or note
that in our own neck of the woods, attendance at the Mt. Greylock Road Race (8 miles of
climbing, period) has skyrocketed in recent years (46 racers in 2013; 255 racers in 2018).
Runners seeking serial masochism can complete various regional uphill series circuits. Or
they can just test the waters with local classics like SMAC’s own Summit Run 5K on Mt.
Holyoke. And some just embrace the burn as part of their training at places like Cave Hill,
Bray Road, B-17, Fox Hill, Sugarloaf Mtn., and more. This issue celebrates all forms of our
relationship with running up hills, from the very liter al to the purely metaphorical; enjoy!
-Ben Kimball

From the Editor

Running Commentary: News, Club Happenings, This Issue, Next Issue, Past Issues, and More
From race and event planning to series efforts to behindthe-scenes developments, SMAC has been very active lately.
There’s much to report on, so without further delay...

an official club event; and there will still be a group fun run
on the Amherst course on the same day that the 10-miler
was usually held, i.e., the last Sunday in February.

News You Can Use

Winter is Coming

Several new highlights for you to be aware of: SMAC
membership for 2019 is now open at RunReg. If you either
join or renew now you’ll be current all the way through Dec.
2019. The SMAC Series dinner will be held in two weeks, on
Thursday, November 17 at the Marriott in Hadley. The annual
meeting will take place at the same location about 2 months
later, in early January (look for date/time announcements in
December); election of 2019 Board members will be on the
agenda, along with all sorts of club activities and updates. A
new, more streamlined and useful SMAC website is in development, and we anticipate an early 2019 debut for it.

I checked the rules and apparently it’s mandatory to have
at least one header with that phrase per issue of any autumn
newsletter, journal, or blog this year. So there you go.

A Bump in the Road
The Amherst 10-miler is going on hiatus in 2019. For a
variety of reasons (declining attendance, financial losses, and
increased safety concerns, etc.), the SMAC Board of Directors
voted to put the race on hold for a year. While it will likely be
missed by many, as the event has been a grand annual tradition for the club for many years, there are also some positives
to note: the club will focus more attention and resources on
the new Nancy Conz Run 4-miler in July, and make that race
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Running Scared

OK, I admit it, I kind of miss last year’s Halloween-themed
issue. I loved the articles about spooky things that most of us
recognize from running’s creepier moments. Fortunately, I’m
also quite fond of this issue’s (loose) mountain-climbing-forrunners angle. And I think you’ll enjoy it too; there’s engaging
articles about actual hill-climb races and mountain trail races,
and there’s also pieces about symbolic summits such as personal goals strived for and achieved. Plus member profiles
and more. Big kudos to all who contributed; thanks to you,
my fears that this issue wouldn’t have enough content hit the
road and ran for the hills. Someone stop me.
Desperately Seeking You
This issue marks the start of my fourth year as editor of
the SMAC club newsletter. I’m so proud of what we’ve been
able to put together every two months; the quality/quantity
of the content has far exceeded my hopes when I started.
Going forward, my hope is that we can continue to create a
fun and entertaining mini-magazine for the club and greater
running community of western Massachusetts and beyond. If
you’ve contributed in the past, please keep the treasure coming. If you haven’t contributed, but feel like you might have
something to say or ideas to share or opinions to articulate or
art to express, PLEASE do! This is a big, diverse club, and the
more voices we hear the better. For the next issue, send any
and all material to me at alpinefin [at] comcast.net by 12/22.
-Ben

Please submit your written work or pictures,
and send along any comments or questions (or even praise).
Photos by Ben Kimball unless otherwise credited.
For more about the club and for membership information,
please visit our website at: www.sugarloafmac.org
Publication date: November 1, 2018
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SMAC Member Profile
Name: Alaina Belanger
Age: 25
Town: Originally Westhampton, now living in Brookline, MA

along the way. My manager and I, along with many outstanding team captains, organize over 9,500 volunteers for Boston
Marathon weekend. I’m proud to be a part of the behind-thescenes work that goes into the Boston Marathon.
Favorite distance to race/run: I’ve run five marathons to
date, and each one has challenged me in different ways both
mentally and physically. While sometimes I hate marathon
running, I always find myself signing up for another race!
Favorite place to run: Green River Road in Colrain! My family
has a house on the river, and I love coming home for weekends to do my longer runs on the dirt road. In the Bostonarea, I love running the carriage-way in Newton along Heartbreak Hill.
Interests (besides running, of course!): Eating, cooking, traveling, going to art museums

Alaina at mile 12 of the New England Green River Marathon

Job: Volunteer Coordinator, Boston Athletic Association (BAA)
Runner since: I began running with Sugarloaf Youth Track
when I was 5 years old! Running has brought so much joy to
my life and has even led me to where I am today in my career
working for the B.A.A., and it all started with Sugarloaf!
Personal Records? Marathon — 4:38:07, at the New England
Green River Marathon, August 2018

Secret tips or good advice? For me, marathons are never
about the time on the clock. It’s about the time and effort put
into the training to prove to yourself that you can do something big just by getting out there and putting one foot in
front of the other. My advice to other marathon runners, fast
or slow, is to try to take in the sights around you. There is
nothing more exciting to me that watching people run a marathon and seeing all the endless support that family, friends,
and complete strangers offer along the way to make sure
each person can achieve their 26.2-mile goal. Each marathon
is different, you can prepare however you want but there’s
still no telling exactly what will happen on race day. The journey from start to finish is a long one, but the ups and downs
and everything in between make it adventure worth taking
each time. Soak in all the moments along the way!
[Continued next page]

Half Marathon — 2:01:04, at the 3 Beach Minimum Half Marathon, September 2018
10K — 55:46, at Beach to Beacon 10K, August 2018
5K — Not sure… Recently it’s the Cambridge Summer Classic
5K (24:50), but I ran some faster 5Ks when I was in middle
school and high school.
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
I started working at the B.A.A. a little over a year ago. My
proudest accomplishment is all the work that went into the
2018 Boston Marathon and the incredible work of B.A.A. volunteers on Race Day. It was an awful day for running, but the
volunteers made sure each runner felt safe and supported
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Alaina in the NE Green River Marathon (Matthew Cavanaugh photo)
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Member Profile
[Alaina Belanger profile, continued from previous page]

Training partners? My sister, Erica Belanger, motivates me to
add more speed work into my training which has helped a lot
with recent races. She’s a great coach! [see her 2017 profile]
My boyfriend always helps me stay focused on whatever race
is next and to have faith in my training even when I’m incredibly nervous in the weeks leading up to a marathon.

strength to push through the last 6 miles with focus and a
positive attitude and enjoy the final miles at this bigger race.
Best advice you ever got: 2018 Boston Marathon champion
Des Linden visited the B.A.A. offices in June before the B.A.A.
10K to share her marathon experiences. She mentioned that
throughout her training leading up to the race, her motto was
“Keep showing up,” even on days where she felt awful/tired/
uninspired she knew that even by showing up, it would make
a difference in her training.
*****
If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming
SMAC member profile, please contact us at
alpinefin [at] comcast.net.

Alaina (in blue, at right) awards a finisher’s medal to her sister
Erica (left) after she completed the 2018 Boston Marathon
in crazy conditions (photo courtesy Alaina Belanger)
See Erica’s tale of her 2018 Boston Marathon journey
on p. 22 of the May/June 2018 Sun

What is one of your biggest running aspirations? I’m not always looking for the next PR (though it is fun to crush PRs in
races!). I love how running has many benefits: physical
health, mental health, community health, etc. Through running and working in the running industry, I hope to help inspire others to get out the door and running or to get involved in their communities and volunteer for events!

What was the last running event you participated in?
OAKtoberfest 5K in Brighton, MA! I am a volunteer coach for
Hill House Girls Running Club in Boston and we ran this 5K as
a team on October 21. I’m running the Cape Cod Marathon
Relay on October 28th with my mom, sister, and cousin.
Favorite food: Anything my mom makes ☺, she’s an amazing
cook! [editor’s note: her mom is SMAC star Andrea Belanger]
Personal goal for 2018 (or 2019): I’m running the Philadelphia Marathon in November. Goal is to enjoy the race and stay
focused in the last 6 miles. After mile 20, I tend to break
down and start getting really negative…I want to find the
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SMAC Member Profile
Name: Dennis Bouthillier, Jr.
Age: 37
Town: Orange
Job: Stonecutter
Where are you from originally? Florida
Runner since: 2015
Personal Records?
Mile -- 6:43; 5K -- 22:00; 10K -- 48:00; 10-miler -- 1:26:00
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
Being a dad to my son
Local running and/or SMAC “claim to fame”: LOL
Favorite distance to race/run: 10K
Favorite place to run: Mahar Regional High School track
Interests (besides running, of course!): Art, hiking
Favorite bands: Static-X, Vision of Disorder

Dennis and his son (photo courtesy D. Bouthillier)

Greatest adventure: Hiking in the White Mountains
Favorite recovery drink: A mix of Cellucor and Beyond Raw
supplements
Recent memorable moment while running? Regrettably, a
shin splint…
Secret tips or good advice? Don't take advice from me.
Favorite local running route? Green River Road in Greenfield;
Around town in Orange
Favorite season to run in? How come? Fall, self-explanatory
What is one of your biggest running aspirations? Sub-20 5K,
sub-40 10K
Favorite piece of running gear: That would be shoes
What was the last running event you participated in? Ocean
Road 10K in Narragansett, RI
Favorite non-running activity: Hiking

Personal goal for 2019: To run the Ocean Road 10K in under
40 minutes
Last movie you watched (and what you thought): I just went
and saw Venom with my son; it was decent and worth seeing.
Best advice you ever got: Quit smoking.
Article of clothing you own way too many of: Work shirts
If you could pick one superpower to have, what would it be?
Immortality, of course
What else should the club know about you? I'm nobody special, just some guy from Orange.
*****
If you would like to suggest someone for an upcoming
SMAC member profile, please contact us at
alpinefin [at] comcast.net.

Favorite TV show: First 48
Favorite food: I eat absolutely everything and will try anything new.
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SMAC Member Profile
Name: Sarah Bousquet
Age: 36
Town: South Hadley

Recent memorable moment while running? Completing my
first 100-Mile Race at the Ghost Train Ultra
Personal Records:
5K — 21:16 (October 10, 2009)
10K — 44:23 (October 10, 2011)
20K — 1:33:44 (September 7, 2009)
Half Marathon — 1:38:44 (March 28, 2010)
Marathon — 4:20:13 (April 20, 2015)
50K — 4:56:58 (December 13, 2014)
8-Hour — 40.513 miles (August 11, 2018)
50 Miler — 11:02:01 (May 6, 2017)
100 Miler — 28:52:18 (October 21, 2018)
Favorite distance to race/run: 50 Miles
Favorite place to run: Ashley Reservoir in Holyoke
Interests (besides running, of course!): Reading, Hiking,
Game Nights, Concerts
Top songs on your running playlist (or favorite music): Taylor
Swift is pretty much constantly on repeat.

Greatest adventure: Working with refugees in Bulgarian refugee camps for the summer of 2017
Secret ambition: To decorate my entire home with oversized
canvas photographs of all of the beautiful scenery from my
runs and travel
Favorite author / TV Show: Jodi Picoult / This Is Us
Favorite recovery drink: Chocolate Milk

Sarah at the Rock the Ridge Run

Job: Tantasqua High School Psychology Teacher and Rape
Crisis Counselor for the Center for Women and Community
Where are you from originally? Chicopee, MA
Runner since: 1998
Achievement you’re most proud of (running or otherwise):
Being the first female to ever run an indoor marathon in the
states of Mass and Rhode Island, and having the current record for the indoor marathon for women in both states.
Local running and/or SMAC “claim to fame”:
Winning 1st-Place Overall Female at Seth’s Fatass 50K in 2014
& 3rd female overall at Sweltering Summer 8-Hour
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Secret tips or good advice? Never try a new shoe without
knowing the heal-drop.
Training partners? Mike Duffy, Daryl Delisle, Harry Hayward,
Rich Larson, Ben Ferro, Suzanne DiSessa, Louis DiSessa
Cross training activities? Zumba, swimming, hiking, elliptical,
occasional spin class
Favorite local running route? Through the side streets of
South Hadley and Granby
Favorite season to run in? Hot or cold? Time of day? How
come? Summer time! I love running in midafternoon when
the sun is out and all of the colors are at their brightest.
What is your diet like? I have celiac disease, so I am gluten
free. Otherwise, I eat pretty much everything.
[Continued next page]
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[Bousquet profile, continued from previous page]

What is one of your biggest running aspirations? I’d like to
improve my marathon times. I’m better at 5Ks or ultras, but I
just can’t seem to figure out the 26.2!

What else should the club know about you?
The act of running itself, and the wonderful friendships I’ve
made through running, helped me to overcome clinical depression. From the bottom of my heart, I thank you for that
gift of health and happiness.

Favorite piece of running gear: My flipbelt
Favorite non-running activity: Seeing live music or attending
sporting events as a spectator

*****

Favorite food: Ice cream (I have it every single night)
Personal goal for 2019: Run another sub 2-hour ½ marathon
Last concert you went to: Ed Sheeran

Last movie you watched (and what you thought): Black
Klansman, which was emotionally powerful, a bit heartbreaking, and inspirational to keep working for a kinder world
Best advice you ever got: In running and in life, when you hit
the wall or begin to feel pain, say to yourself, “I knew this was
coming. This is what I signed up for.” Then keep going, because the energy will come back and the pain will reside, all
you have to do is acknowledge it and welcome it and it loses
its power over you.
Article of clothing you own way too many of:
Nike Zoom Vomeros
If you could pick one superpower to have, what would it be?
To read people’s minds
Why did you join SMAC? I joined SMAC because I’d been
(and still am) a regular at the Tuesday night races in Northampton and the people there have brought so much joy and
happiness to my life that I wanted to be part of their group.
Ever run in a costume? Yes, I have run in a light-up tutu for a
color run.
Ever been injured? How did it happen? During Sweltering
Summer Ultra 2016, I felt a lot of intense pain. It turned out I
have an extra femur, and I fractured the unneeded bone.

What is your motivation? I love how running forces you to be
in the moment. When you’re running on a challenging trail or
working hard to do speedwork on the track, you get a temporary escape from all of the chaos that goes on in the world
and all of the things you can’t control.
Favorite running book/film? Training Essentials for Ultrarunning: How to Train Smarter, Race Faster, and Maximize Your
Ultramarathon Performance
Your favorite race? Ashley Reservoir 5Ks on Thursday nights
What does your daily workout consist of? I run six days a
week. One track day and one long run per week, and then the
others are at a comfortable pace for 3–10 miles.
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The Struggle Is Real: The Upside
by Tom Davidson
As I have become more accustomed to running trails
over the past few years, I’ve come to terms with one of the
key parts of the trail running lifestyle: hills. Hills of all styles
and shapes are abundant in the trail world. A quick look at
the table of contents to a local trail running guidebook
says it all: Mt. Greylock, Savoy Mountain, Shaker Mountain, October Mountain, Monument Mountain, Alander
Mountain, Northfield Mountain, Mt. Grace, Mt. Toby,
North Sugarloaf Mtn., Mt. Orient, Mt. Tom, Mt. Norwottuck, East Mtn., Minnechaug Mtn., and Peaked Mtn.!
With all those peaks, what choice is there but learn to love
the uphill lifestyle? The upside is that you get a new perspective on the land around you. Flatland runners can’t
claim multi-state views, or watch migrating hawks from
above. There’s also the joy of coming back down after the
uphill workout, coasting with gravity as you bound down a
trail can be worth all the effort of the climb to the top.
Locally we have many good mountains with climbs and
descents to try. I recommend Mt. Tom as great place to
start. The woods there are often quiet and trails are well
maintained. A good loop there starts near Lake Bray at the
Mt. Tom State Reservation parking lot off of Rte. 5 in Holyoke. Take the Kay Bee Trail up to the Keystone Extension
Trail to the DOC Trail. This climb is about 2 miles and you’ll
be rewarded with views west from the cliff tops across the
valley into Easthampton and the foothills of the Berkshires.
Take a right there on the New England Trail (white blazes)
and follow it across the ridges, down, then back up to
Goat’s Peak summit (where you can detour and climb the
fire tower for amazing views back to the east across the
valley). Then continue along the trail until you meet the
Teabag Trail. Teabag is one of the most fun roller-coaster
descents around. Follow it down to the access road, then
head left and you’ll soon be back at the parking lot. This
loop is around 5 miles and will not disappoint. For details
on parking, a map, and trail details, check out site #39 in
the Trail Running Western Massachusetts guidebook. Now
get out and get up there!
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Shorts
by Ben Kimball
There’s a lot of races out there. Far too many for us to cover
all of them in any given issue of The Sun. But while we can’t
have full recaps for every race SMAC members have participated in, we can offer quick snapshots of some of the ones
we know about, plus news stories and items of note. If you
would like to contribute to or see yourself in future Shorts
columns, please do pass information along to the editor.
The Village Ultra in New Salem (9/1/18): For its second year,
this event shifted its date from mid-November to Labor Day
weekend. Its Facebook page described it as “a 12-Hour and
24-Hour… romp around and near the New Salem town common,” and by all accounts that’s what runners got, despite
the sweltering heat and humidity still around then. SMAC-ers
included Jeff Hansen, Chris Neoh, Christine Morin, Chuck
Adams, Cathy Coutu, Nan Mead, and RD Carla Halpern.

course (~4900 ft. of vertical gain for the marathon), but it was
a beautiful day and these guys did amazingly well. Results.
Pisgah Mountain Trail Races in Chesterfield, NH (9/16/18):
No SMAC runners in the 50K this year, but in the 23K race
Aaron Stone took 6th place in 1:52:20. Laure Van den Broeck
Raffensperger was 4th female (and 17th overall) in 2:19:20.
Also in the 23K were Dawn Montague (2:41:49), Monique
Rioux (3:06:05), and Allison Reding (3:13:36). Dawn said it
was notably more oppressively hot and humid out there this
year than in other recent years; great job, guys! Results.

Mt. Greylock Road Race (9/2/18): I took photos at this race 5
years ago, and there were fewer than a hundred runners. I’m
not sure what’s changed exactly, but we may be in the middle of a HUGE uphill running race boom, because there were
over 250 this year, including a large SMAC contingent. Among
the finishers of this 8-mile ascent were Mark Staples (24th
place, in 1:06:29), Rich Larsen (1:07:22), Laure Raffensperger
(51st place; 1:15:03), Nancy Cook (1:15:23), Ron Boyden
(1:22:19), Karin George (1:23:23), Brian Williams (1:24:47),
Daryl Delisle (1:26:32), Tom Raffensperger (1:28:09), Mike
Duffy (1:44:52), and Kathie Williams (1:57:55). Results.
Swanzey Covered Bridges Half Marathon (9/2/18): Robert
Bezio placed 23rd in a time of 1:41:14 and Barbara Graf was
73rd in a time of 1:59:54. After the race, Bezio noted: “It was
a tale of two races. First half of race felt great and where I
wanted to be. Second half the hot humid weather decided to
reappear!! Struggled bad second half to the finish.” Results.
JEHH Kringle Candle Chase 5K in Bernardston (9/15/18): Michael Townsley took 3rd place in 19:36, and Ed Appel came
in 8th in 20:54. Also running were Rebecca Groveman (30:31)
(see her member profile last issue!) and a whole bunch of
youngsters, which is always awesome to see. Results.
Free to Run Trail Races at Pittsfield State Forest (9/15/18):
Carla Halpern continued her strong streak by finishing her
first official 50-miler and coming in 6th place in 16:24:40. She
was paced and crewed by several dedicated SMAC peeps,
including Aleks Kajstura and Francia Wisnewski. Nan Mead
ran the marathon in 8:15:37, and Jennifer Garrett aced the
half marathon in 2:54:46. Rebecca González-Kreisberg volunteered in several roles. This is an incredibly challenging
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Dawn and Laure post-Pisgah (photo by Tom Raffensperger)

Don Maynard Memorial Road Race (5-miler) in Greenfield
(9/22/18): Records did fall for the 24th running of this annual
event. Dan Smith of Shelburne Falls set a brand-new course
record, finishing in a lightning-fast 26:21. Nick Gaubinger of
Leverett took 3rd place overall in 27:57, and Bob Bezio of Erving was 8th overall in 33:00. The first female SMAC racer was
JoEllen Reino of South Deerfield in 34:59. She was followed
by Erin Cassidy of Northampton in 36:27 and Alice McKeon
of Worcester in 36:35. Lots of other SMAC members ran, including many who rose to the challenge of also racing the
Summit Run 5K hill climb the very next day. Results.
[Continued next page]
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Summit Run 5K in Hadley (9/23/18): 69 uphill climbers ran to
the top of Mt. Holyoke this year. John McCarthy was the first
male SMAC member (& 3rd overall) in 22:34. Patrick Pezzati
took 8th place, in 24:56, and Brian Pickell was 10th, in 25:08.
The first female SMAC racer (in 9th place, and 1st woman
overall) was Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger, in 25:04.
JoEllen Reino was the 2nd SMAC female, in 26:20, and Sarah
Nelson was 3rd SMAC female, in 27:54. Other SMAC runners
included John Reino, Bob Bezio, Mike Barlow, Brian Williams, Erin Cassidy, Ron Boyden, Stephen Platt, John Thorpe,
Josh Carnes, Ted Hale, James Farrick, Peter Kennedy, Phil
Weilerstein, Mike Duffy, Skip Soper, Gina Vanasse, Bosiljka
Glumac, Nancy Mead, Janet Grimes, Carla Halpern, Kathie
Williams, Robert Averill, Catherine Bezio, Francia Wisnewski, Rebecca González-Kreisberg, and Don Grant. Results.
Peaked Mountain Trail Races in Monson (9/23/18): On a perfect day for trail racing, Jennifer Garrett ran 18 miles over the
course of six 5K loops in 4 hours. Allison Reding took 18th
place in the 10K race, in 1:08:30. Results.
Hospice Meadows Run 5K in Northampton (9/29/18): It’s
surprising to look at results for a local race like this and see
62 finishers but not a single SMAC member; we should recruit, or at least get some club pamphlets out there! Results.

Covered Bridge Classic 10K in Conway (9/30/18): With cool
temperatures, low humidity, and sunny skies, it was another
terrific day for racing in western Mass, even on a course as
hilly as this one. Nick Gaubinger won the overall top slot in
35:47 (a 5:46 min. pace!). The next two SMAC men were John
Herron (5th place in 38:47) and Eric Ciocca (7th place in
42:08). The first SMAC woman was JoEllen Reino (14th place
in 44:48). She was followed by speedy SMAC racers Alice
McKeon (19th in 47:10) and Erin Cassidy (21st in 47:45). Also
running were SMAC members Bob Bezio (43:37), Patrick Pezzati (43:58), Mike Barlow (44:34), John Reino (47:08), Brian
Williams (47:23), Eric Plasse (48:15), Sarah Nelson (48:18),
Ron Boyden (49:31), Daryl Delisle (50:20), Ted Hale (51:05),
Peter Kennedy (51:40), James Farrick (52:23), Flannery Geier
(53:00), Jodi McIntyre (54:35), Skip Soper (56:07), Gina
Vanasse (58:58), Bosiljka Glumac (1:00:09), Amy Sternheim
(1:00:14), Dave Martula (1:00:29), Cara Rigali (1:01:13), Carla
Crushing-It Halpern (1:02:08), Jackie Choate (1:06:33), Kathie
Williams (1:06:55), Catherine Bezio (1:22:03), and Rebecca
González-Kreisberg (1:25:50). Also running but with a late
start was Elizabeth Morgan (1:26:31 gun time). Results.
Cutchins 5K & 10K Run in Northampton (10/7/18): Jonathan
Schefftz came in third place in the 10K, in 46:58, while Ted
Ridout came in 9th in 1:18:08. Results.
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Chase’n a Mason 5K in Turners Falls (10/6/2018): Another
SMAC series race, another huge SMAC turnout! Winning the
men’s race and the overall race was Aaron Stone, in 17:03. In
the women’s race, Jillian Haywood of Boston took first (4th
overall) in 19:15. The second SMAC male was Bob Bezio (5th
place in 19:18), and Patrick Pezzati was 6th in 19:35. Alice
McKeon was the second female overall, in 21:11, and JoEllen
Reino was hot on her heels in 21:15. Results.
Run Stanley 5K in Westfield (10/14/18): In the 5K trail race,
Eric Nazar placed 10th in 21:42 and Craig Reed was 23rd in
25:43. Meanwhile, Karin George and her happy dog Hudson
placed 6th in the canine division in 30:42. Results.
Ghost Train Trail Races in Brookline, NH (10/20/18): Several
SMAC members trekked over to this popular TARC ultra event
on the MA/NH border. Carla Halpern finished the hundredmile race (as in, 100 FREAKIN’ MILES!) in 28:51:51. Less than a
single minute behind her was Sarah Bousquet, who finished
her hundred-miler in 28:52:18. Also running big distances
were Nan Mead (75 miles) and Francia Wisnewski (45 miles).
Rebecca González-Kreisberg served as crew chief while Tom
Raffensperger, Cara Rigali, Kathie Williams, Aleks Kajstura,
and Chris Neoh all volunteered as pacers. Results.
ABC Fall Foilage 5K in Amherst (10/20/18): SMAC runners at
this 5K included Eric Plasse, Donna Utakis, Amy Sternheim,
Ann Van Dyke, Paul Peele, and Ted Ridout. Results.
Wow, there were a lot of big local races on Sunday the 21st...
Happy Valley Half Marathon in Florence/Leeds (10/21/18):
Nick Gaubinger took 2nd place overall in 1:17:15. Nate Olson
was the second SMAC male in 1:34:24, and Cam Weimer was
the third SMAC male in 1:40:08. The first SMAC female was
Abbie Zaret in 1:43:40. Francie Lin was next, in 1:46:19, and
3rd SMAC woman was Dawn Montague in 1:48:43. Results.
Mt. Toby Trail Race in Sunderland (10/21/18): Aaron Stone
was the lead male SMAC runner, finishing fourth overall in
1:36:02. Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger was the first
SMAC female (and 2nd woman overall) in 1:58:16. Also running were Michael Paulsen, Sarah Nelson, Brian Williams,
Brian Haley, Scott Burch, Jennifer Garrett, Phil Weilerstein,
and Harry Hayward. Results.
5K for Farmland in Hadley (10/21/18): Ed Appel took the top
male SMAC runner spot at 14th place in 20:45, Jeff Hansen
was 19th in 21:48, and Jonathan Shefftz was 20th in 21:56.
The SMAC women were led by Lauren Cunniffe in 28:01, followed by Grace Coller in 28:17 and Rebecca Groveman in
37:06. Also running were Eric Plasse, Jeff Folts, Keith Streeter, John Buonaccorsi, and Ray Willis. Results.
*****
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A Memorable Marathon Moment
by Mike Murphy
It was April 21, 2014, at the 118th running of the Boston
Marathon. I was lucky enough to have qualified, and was anxious to participate the year after the fateful bombing. I tend
to go out too fast in marathons, but I tried hard to heed the
first of my friend Rich Webber’s three Marathon Axioms:
#1). “Before the race, figure out the race-pace you’ve
trained for (based on your training / level of fitness) and
in the early stages stick to that pace, no matter how good
you feel, or how much you feel like you could run faster.”

As we approached the halfway point I admittedly I found
myself slightly ahead of my pace and hoped I wouldn’t pay
for it later. As usual, we could hear the exuberant women of
Wellesley College screaming their hearts out about a mile
before we got to the campus. As we approached the students
standing on the right side of the road holding signs beseeching runners to kiss them, I quietly moved over to the left to
stay out of trouble. Though I tend to be a bit quiet around
other runners during races, I had been endeavoring to utilize
Rich’s second axiom:
#2). “Find fellow runners who are running the same pace
and strike up conversations; it’s a good way to pass the
time.”
I said to the man on my left that it was a good thing for us
geezers to stay away from the young undergraduates on the
right side of the road. If we found ourselves tempted to collect kisses we might be accused of being dirty old men!
He replied, in a reedy, older gentleman-like voice, “How
old are you?” I turned to get a better look at him, and immediately realized that his face looked “older than geezer” (is
that possible?). He wore a white painter’s cap with a Ronzoni
logo on it—the very hat that was handed out to entrants of
the 100th Boston Marathon eighteen years before in 1996. (I
still have mine—I keep it tucked away along with my ticket to
Woodstock :-) ).
I answered that I was 65, and asked how old he was.
“Well, I’m 81” was the reply. I was stunned and very impressed, and said as much. Although his face and voice “fit”
with that age, the body and running gait sure didn’t. He was a
man of few words, and our conversation soon dwindled. I
remember wishing Rich was there—if you know him, you’d
know that he would have struck up a grand conversation with
the guy that would have lasted for miles. As it was, I did use
him as a topic of conversation with other runners: “Do you
see that guy up ahead of us with the white Ronzoni cap? How
old do you think he is?”
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“65? 68?”
“No, he’s 81!”
“He’s 81? WOW!! No s**t!!! Good for him!!!!”
I had this conversation over and over again with many runners, and got pretty much the same response every time.
After we crested Heartbreak and made our way down the
other side, I found myself again running next to Ronzoniman. I commented that I was grateful we had made it past
the hills. He agreed, but added, “But I think I’ve shot my
wad!!” He looked pretty good to me (better than I felt), and
he was able to maintain his pace down Comm Ave—while I
couldn’t, maybe because I didn’t pay enough attention to
Axiom #1!—and he gradually pulled away.
After the race I looked up “Ronzoni-Man.” Turns out he’s
Harold Wilson from Tyler, Texas. His finish time was 3:58:55. I
thought that maybe that time was good for an age-group
record, but it wasn’t. The record is 3:53:54, which had been
set by none other than Mr. Wilson himself the previous year,
when he was 80. Pretty impressive.
What about Axiom #3, you ask?
#3). “In the latter stages of the marathon, when your well
has run dry and your legs feel like tree trunks, find an
attractive person running immediately in front of you and
focus on them. Use that as a sort-of visual mantra to distract you from your pain.”
Try it—it works for me.
Mike is a SMAC member from Florence.

SMAC runners at the 2018 Chase’n a Mason 5K in Turners Falls
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Getting Loopy at Peaked Mountain
by Jennifer Garrett
Ever been to the Peaked Mountain Reservation in
Monson? If so, you know it’s a worthy destination. I had
heard as much, especially about the summit views, but
even though I’m a past employee of the property owners (The Trustees of Reservations), I had never actually
made it to the mountain peak of Peaked Mountain until
this autumn.
On September 23rd, I more than made up for lost
time by spending a morning running the Peaked Mountain 4-Hour Race. This was a new addition to the annual
event that has traditionally offered 5K and 10K options.
The event had some course changes, too. This year
all races followed a 5K loop, which includes a mix of single
track and wood roads up and around Peaked Mountain. After
a gentle single-track stretch, the route begins a climb, which
is sometimes steep and rocky, to the Peaked Mountain summit. The subsequent descent is long and kind of quadbusting. This is followed by another moderate climb and descent to the start/finish area. This year, 10K runners did the
loop twice, and in the new 4-hour version, runners were challenged to run as many loops as they could in four hours,
starting at 6:30 a.m. No credit was given for partial loops.
After rising at 3:45 a.m., I readied my gear and myself,
and then dragged my favorite running companion, Ben, from
bed to car an hour later. Ben was under the weather and opted to take photos rather than to run. We arrived at the
Peaked Mountain trailhead in the dark but by the time the
field of 15 headed out on the course, it was light enough to
navigate the trail.

Jen arrives at the Peaked Mtn summit for the third time.

Reaching the summit of Peaked Mountain on the first
loop was unexpectedly rewarding, and not just because I had
been jogging uphill for a spell. I suddenly found myself overlooking a luminous sea of early autumn forest… at sunrise.
For the brief moment I gave myself to gaze upon it, it was
breathtaking. And quiet. With so few runners, I was alone on
my first summit and the solitude added to the magic. On The
Trustees’ website, the summit and trailside vistas are touted
as having panoramic views of the Quabbin Watershed, Mount
Wachusett, the Green Mountains, Mount Monadnock, and
Shenipsit Forest. I didn’t take the time to identify those distant landmarks as I scampered by this time—or any of the
multiple times I “woo-hoo’d” past the summit marker. But
that expanse of green with a touch of fall color stretching out
below was the perfect backdrop to the delightful experience
of reaching the top.
The ascent itself was not too arduous, at least the first
few times. With just a 467-foot gain, the climb to Peaked
Mountain offers a reasonably quick prize to those who are
used to conquering much bigger mountains. And after climbing the Taconic Ridge twice the previous weekend at the Free
to Run Trail Races Half Marathon in Pittsfield, Peaked Mountain seemed like a mole hill.
The first three loops went by pretty easily, despite my
going at them hard (and despite having to make up for a bit
of a gaffe in which, while fiddling with my water bottle, I
missed a turn and took my sweet time figuring it out). Each
time I rounded the fence through the start/finish, I was received by a cheering group that grew in size as the morning
passed. If I hadn’t known much better, I might have thought I
was the lead runner based on my reception after each loop.

The 4-hour racers ready to spring into action at 6:30 a.m.
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Not surprisingly, the climbs and descents became more
taxing after a couple hours, and my splits began to widen.
Going into this event, I planned to simply get in a long run
and complete four loops, or maybe five if I was having a good
day. By the fourth loop, though, I knew I would make it to a
fifth, and that I would complete it in plenty of time, in a bit
over three hours.
The fifth ascent to the summit was a bit of slog. “Even if I
have time to do a sixth loop,” I told Ben over my shoulder as I
jogged past his photo perch below the summit, “I’ll call it at
five.” I did Free to Run with almost no training, I was sore,
and I was concerned about over-use injuries.

think I can’t make it, or even better, I know I can’t. Sometimes I’m right and I don’t make it. Occasionally I’m wrong
and the reward of making it after all is indescribable. But it is
not the ultimate outcome that I look back on later with satisfaction. It’s those moments when I am looking at my watch,
gauging my body, and finding the two don’t add up to a likely
success. It guess it means that I am right where I belong,
pushing myself beyond my comfort zone. So, apparently a
secret part of me had been running like a demon so I could
reach this apex of simultaneous misery and bliss.

Despite my adamant proclamation, though, I found myself maintaining the most aggressive pace I could muster. The
trail was now populated by 5K and 10K runners, and I was
zigzagging downhill around them with frenetic foot cadence.
If this was my last loop, then why was I still on full tilt? Did a
subconscious part of me have a secret agenda? The final

Ben, making his way back to the finish, let out a surprised
laugh when he saw me pass and head upslope for the sixth
time. Slower than ever, but steady, I forged up and down the
familiar course. Starting the last climb, I checked the time and
things looked bleak. Then, when I leveled out and approached the final downhill to the finish, I realized it didn’t
take as long as I expected, and that I could make it… and I
did, with just a couple minutes to spare. The crowd made me
feel like a rock star and at that moment I couldn’t believe I
had ever considered not running right up to the end.

A 10K racer flies up the steep part of the climb at Peaked Mtn.

Jen scoots down a rough patch on her sixth loop.

climb of the fifth loop reinforced my decision. I was wiped
out, my legs hurt, and my stomach was roiling. I was ready to
be done.

So how did the rest of the field fare? The winning male
did eight loops (> 24 miles) and the winning female did seven
(>21 miles). Six of us did six loops (>18; I was the last to finish
this distance), five did five, and two did four.

At the finish, I relaxed, shot back a couple cups of sports
drink, and took in the scene. The crowd was growing as people finished their races. I was just considering whether my
queasy stomach was up for a post-race snack when the guy
doing the timing asked me if I was heading out for one more.
“You got about 40 minutes, you can make it…” And that was
all it took.
I actually didn’t think I could make it. But I am beginning
to realize (living up to the masochist reputation of runners)
that my favorite part of a race are those moments when I
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I might return to do the race again in an attempt to improve my placement, if not my distance. If I’m really lucky,
perhaps I will have a chance to head out on a 7th loop with
only the slimmest hope of finishing it. And if the fourth hour
hits before I reach the peak of Peaked Mountain, I will slow
my pace and finally take a few extra minutes to take in that
acclaimed view.
*****
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Grinding Up Greylock
by Mark Staples
The 43rd Annual Mount Greylock Road Race, not to be
confused with the half marathon trail race up and around the
mountain in late June, took place on the Sunday before Labor
Day this year (Sept. 2). The Berkshire Running Center, which
now puts on the race, had their largest-ever field, with 255
finishers. It was the second to last race of the 2018 USATF-NE
Mountain Circuit series, and the last race in my own personal
effort at running some big hill climbs this past summer.
After my DNF at mile 16 in Boston in the spring, I was
eager to start some climbing, especially since I knew my hilltraining partner, Richard Larsen, was way ahead of me. We
started running up Whitcomb Summit and Burnt Hill, both off
Route 2 west of Greenfield. And I also threw in some treadmill climbs to avoid all the downhill running. I ended up racing at Pack Monadnock, Mount Washington, Loon Mountain,
Run to the Top of Vermont (Mansfield), and Greylock. Not a
lot of races, but I hit the highest points in three states, and I
had a whole lot of fun climbing up Mt. Tom all summer for
my training runs. Marathon training had lost its luster, and I
was eager to make the switch to trails and hills—for the good
of my body (Oy, my hips!) and my spirit.

But to get back to Greylock. Unlike the other races in this
series, The Greylock Road Race is not a pure climb. Once one
gets past 4.3 miles, the majority of the climbing is over. In
total the elevation gain is just over 2,400 ft. over 7.7 miles
(BRC calls it an 8-mile race, which makes one’s pace more

impressive in the results, but it’s really 7.7 or thereabouts
according to the GPS data. Miles 2–4.3 are the big climbing
miles, and then after that you have a hilly road race on your
hands. So to do well in this race you need a few gears. Being
neither a speedy roadster nor a natural climber but rather
middling at both, I managed to put together a good race.
Richard Larsen and I took a little road trip to Greylock earlier in the summer, on one of those impossibly humid days. I
managed to hang with him on the hills, and then I had nothing left for the remaining miles. He smoked me (He’s 66, but
ran 1:25 at Washington this spring, breaking the record–his–
by 6 minutes). It was a discouraging little trip, but the pizza
and beer after managed to restore my spirits. Conditions
were more favorable on race day—cooler, less humid. I had
done my homework, and even tapered for a couple of days.
One of the things I like about the mountain races is that
you see the same group of people periodically throughout the
summer. They’re a fun-loving, generally genial group of people (and by the way, if you are ever looking for Bruce Christensen, check the calendar; if there is a mountain race, you
can find him there). So at the northern end of the mountain
there were hundreds of familiar faces gathered around, reconnecting, and warming up. Kent and Siobhan, of BRC, always put on good races, so things were well-organized and
efficient. Another great thing about these races is that so
many of the top runners are in their fifties (and always seem
to sport CMS attire). This is very encouraging to a guy on the cusp of 50. Maybe I
can get better at this as I get older? Less
decline by way of incline?
On these hill climbs I find that if I redline I
pretty much fall apart. You have to keep
that heart rate in check or you start walking, and once you start walking it’s pretty
easy to find reason to walk again, and
again. I paced the first mile with Larsen,
and I had hoped to stay near him on the
hills. On the climb it was quiet, just the
pitter patter of forefeet slowly advancing
upward. I had Larsen by 30 seconds the
week before at Mansfield (though he had
just recovered from a bout of bronchitis,
so…). Much to my surprise, we were together by the end of the major climb,
around the point at which I fell apart on

The summit of Mt. Greylock, the highest point in Massachusetts.
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our practice run. At mile 4.3 he advised me to take off. Somehow I did. I started driving forward, hoping to catch up to
speedy Apryl Sabadosa, who was not out of sight, yet.
I ran the last 3.3 miles of the race with all I had, without
going beyond my limits and without throwing in the towel. I
gave chase to those ahead of me but never quite caught up. I
finished in 1:06:29, 24th overall and 4th in my AG (good thing
I’m not 50 yet; those guys are much faster!). It was a race
well-executed, one of the best of my season. I didn’t make
the podium, but I ran under 1:07:00, which, I was told later,
isn’t too shabby. That’s the good thing about mountain running—unlike road running, the numbers aren’t so exacting
and absolute! You run by feel, not by monitoring your splits.
There were a lot of amazing times. One of the more impressive finishes was that of Meghan Davis, a 16-year-old
runner who is tearing it up at Mohawk Regional. Her 1:00:40
finish placed her 10th overall,
first female, and in front of some
major heavyweight hill runners
“I ran the last
like Kim Nedeau (injured, yes, but
3.3 miles of the
still an amazing runner) and Kasrace with all I had,
sandra Marin. Turner Zamore
finished first overall in 53:11,
without going benearly three minutes ahead of
yond my limits and
the runner up, Cameron Cogwithout throwing
burn. The race has been around
in the towel...”
over forty years, but with four
different race directors the results and records are beyond the
scope of my research abilities. There were a lot of SMAC runners and singlets at the top of the mountain, including the
infamous Michael Duffy, Richard Larsen, Karin George, Shirtless Harry, Daryl Delisle (my ride), and Laure & Tom (of
Green River Marathon fame) Raffensperger, Nancy Cook,
Ron Boyden, and Brian and Kathie Williams, as well as other
familiar local faces like Gareth Buckley, & Andy Williams.
Mountain running legend Richard Stockdale was, of course,
present, completing his 113th consecutive USATF-NE Mountain Series race.
Here we are in late October and I’m looking forward to
running more races in the Mountain Goat series next year.

L: The steep part on Greylock. R: The Veterans Summit Tower.

Mike Duffy near the halfway point in 2013.

Runners begin climbing the really steep part near mile 1 of the race.

Mark is a SMAC member from Northampton.

Full Results
*****
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A Return to the Monroe-Dunbar Brook Trail Race
by Jodi McIntyre
I’d been eyeing a return to this 10.5-mile trail race ever
since Hurricane Irene swept through the area in August of
2011. My last attempts at it were in 2009 (at age 41) with a
time of 2:17:35, and in 2010 with a time of 2:15:55. I just got
tired of pounding the pavement and this was a new challenge
to test myself; in my head it was “Me-vs.-the Mountain.” I
know I am not fast, but I have seen improvements this year
and am feeling stronger than in the recent past, and thankfully have not sidelined myself with injuries.

I printed out the race application this summer and told
myself that this was my goal race… if it was not raining. With
trails I am still learning, and I really did not want to be out
there for over two hours trying to survive in bad weather.
With age comes common sense I guess. Also I knew I had to
be in one piece to go back to work afterwards.

I finished in 2:25:00, 48 of 59 runners. To my knowledge,
five racers represented SMAC that day: Jen Garrett, Brian and
Kathie Williams, Nancy Mead and myself. To me Monroe was
a success as I completed the distance, did not get hurt or lost,
did not fall in the brook, and had fun. Now off to work on
those weaknesses that it revealed. Happy training and try
something new. For those not interested in the 10.5-mile distance, there also was a 3.5-mile race of which they bused you
to the start. It was the last 3.5 miles of the longer race.
Jodi is a SMAC member from Conway, MA.
*****

Race day weather was predicted to be good, so to the
race I went. Hosted by the Western Massachusetts Athletic
Club (WMAC), it’s in a remote location off of Rte. 2 on the
trails and service roads of Monroe State Forest. The race application said “climb to the summit of 2,730 ft. Spruce Peak,
the high point at about mile 5.” It had two water crossings,
the second one with a guide rope if needed; there was an
added incentive to stay upright here, as Sun-editor Ben was
perched with his trusty camera to get just the right shot.
There was a combination of power hiking and running on
singletrack trail, with rocks, roots, and mud puddles, and a
little bit of scary on some of steep embankments where I
took caution not to fall down; much different than road running. Overall, the course was well marked with hanging pink
ribbons, and orange tape was strung across questionable areas they did not want us to pass.
I trailed behind Chris Skelly and Jen Garrett to the top,
and then they were gone. Their downhill running skills far
exceeded mine. I slipped in the mud and fell a few times, but
not what I would consider taking a digger. My quads and
knees felt like spaghetti at this point. Five people passed me
on the downhill. I talked a bit with a guy behind me who was
planning on doing the Hartford half the following weekend
(he was one of the people who passed me). Breathing wasn’t
hard on the downhill, just... legs of spaghetti.
I ran alone for a bit then heard someone coming up from
behind me; that made me push the pace from about mile 8
to the finish. Come to find out it was a 72-year-old gentleman
named Jim, from Vermont, who ended up winning his age
group. He finished just three seconds behind me.
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Jodi crossing Dunbar Brook at mile 9.5 of the race.
(Ben Kimball photo)
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Hunting in the Woods (the Mt. Toby Trail Race)
by Laure Van den Broeck Raffensperger
The Mt. Toby Trail Race is one of my favorite races, because it’s a great course and a fun atmosphere -- a little bit
like camping. This year unfortunately the sun did not come
out, although it wasn’t snowing at the top, not yet! That said,
lots of SMAC members were out volunteering and spreading
their warmth, both at the start/finish and out on the course:
Ann Van Dyke, Cara Rigali, Kathy Williams, Ron Hebert, Tom
Raffensperger, Chandra Hancock, Rob Higley, Rick Scott,
Mark Staples, John and JoEllen Reino, Brian Farrell, Tom Davidson, and Ben Kimball shooting runners near the top. And
the trails seemed to be in great shape this year: just a little
muddy in places, but nothing too bad.

I arrived at the fire tower at 1 hour and 5 minutes into the
race, so I knew I had a good shot at it.
My main fear when running longer races is always that I
will go out too hard and blow up and die. As that hadn’t happened, I could now relax into the descent. Running down on
the rocky slopes full of leaves, roots, and gravel was much
easier than I had expected, maybe thanks to my primarilytrails running regime of the past months.

The best part of any trail race is always entering the quiet
woods after the initial stampede when the gun goes off. I run
in the woods pretty much every day, and have become really
addicted to the forest smells, the varying terrain, and the absence of engines. It’s all very peaceful… until you trip and
crash, that is! Earlier that week I had taken a tumble and
while I had successfully avoided splitting my head on a rock, I
did end up with a very gory-looking thumb.
I have a theory that we trail racers are doing all of this
(chasing other people in the woods, and getting beat up, injured, and exhausted) because we have woken up some kind
of primitive hunter gene that makes us crave the adrenalin. I
am a vegetarian and a calm and quiet person, but apparently
inside me lurks a savage who loves tearing open a gel with
her teeth and doing battle for an age-group place.
Seeing the runners ahead of me coming back from the
turnaround just before I reached the halfway point at the
top, I guessed I was in fifth place for the women. That was
fine; I was mainly hoping to get to the finish in under 2 hours.

Laure approaches the turnaround point at the top of Mt. Toby.

About a mile down, I saw a female runner ahead. Was
she in the race, or just up here for a run? I didn’t think it was
possible that I would pass anyone going down, but I passed
her. And then I passed another female runner. Finally, I
caught sight of Jane Valenti, who was in second place. Surely I
wasn’t going to catch her, I thought. But I did, and she didn’t
give me a hard time, as I expected her to.
I was now under steam and looking at my watch, getting
more confident that I could get in under 2 hours. There were
a few minutes left as I emerged from the woods onto the
pavement about a half a mile from the finish, and eventually I
finished in 1:58:16, second female after Sarah Pandiscio who
ran 1:50:48. Noah Howard was the overall winner in 1:27:02.
Added to the satisfaction of running a good race on a
beautiful (and very well-marked!) course, I really enjoyed that
very special Toby-vibe, with the firefighters building a campfire, the chance of winning a gift certificate towards the purchase of a concrete countertop(!), John and JoEllen’s burgers,
and Chandra’s homemade salsa. Well done to all participating
SMAC runners. And finally, a big thank you to RD Patrick Pezzati for once again doing a fantastic job!!

Scott Burch begins his descent along the fire road.
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Laure is a SMAC Board member from Greenfield.
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Ultrarunning on the A.T.?
by John Stifler
In 1991, Dave Horton of Lynchburg, Virginia, ran the entire length of the Appalachian Trail (AT, or Trail) in 51 days,
nine hours, and 41 minutes. That time became the unofficial
speed record for the 2,181-mile* footpath between Springer
Mountain, Georgia, and Katahdin in Maine. (*The Trail has
lengthened by a few miles since Horton’s run, as parts of it
have been extended or rerouted; the official length as of
2018 is 2,190.9 miles.)
Those were the days before the boom in so-called extreme sports. Ultrarunning was a well-established activity,
but its practitioners were a minuscule portion of the running
population. Meanwhile, the Appalachian Trail, completed in
1937, was the world’s most famous path for recreational hikers and serious backpackers, including perhaps now a thousand each year who hike the entire Trail.
Hardcore ultrarunners knew of Horton and his AT run.
Locally, SMAC members Peter Gagarin and Fred Pilon were
among those who provided support to Horton along the Trail.
Running magazines mentioned Horton’s accomplishment.
Two dozen years later, thanks to YouTube, the Internet,
Bill Bryson (A Walk in the Woods), and Cheryl Strayed (Wild),
a whole lot more people, including plenty of non-runners and
non-backpackers, are aware that the AT and other super-long
trails exist. Many also are aware that practically every year
someone attempts to set a new record for getting from one
end to the other. In 2015, when Scott Jurek ran from Springer
Mountain to Katahdin in 46 days, eight hours, and seven
minutes, the story of his record-breaking accomplishment
appeared in print and online not only in Runner’s World and
Outside but also in publications as high-profile as National
Geographic and The Atlantic.
It also provoked a scolding, on Facebook, from the administration of Maine’s Baxter State Park, where Katahdin
dominates the landscape, and where Jurek received citations
for violating park rules against alcohol (he popped champagne at the summit) and traveling in groups of more than 12
(about 50 people gathered to watch Jurek finish his tremendous run).
The episode generated a debate about such ultra-efforts
that may be summarized like this:
From the point of view of the Baxter management, and
from the Appalachian Trail Conservancy (ATC), a non-profit
organization with headquarters in Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia, that oversees use and development of the Trail:
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Baxter State Park is a pristine expanse of forest, lakes,
and mountains, and its charter explicitly charges its managers
with putting protection of the park’s natural environment
first, recreational use second. More generally, the Appalachian Trail Conservancy imposes three fundamental restrictions
on use of the Trail: no competitive events, no large groups,
and no commercial use. Jurek’s website and other coverage
of this record run conspicuously displayed logos of Clif Bar
and other corporate sponsors, and although Jurek insisted
that his run was “no organized event,” it’s hard to say that an
attempt to break a running record does not constitute a competition. By such arguments, the AT in general and Baxter S.P.
in particular are not the appropriate place for ultrarunners to
try to make their mark in the sport.
From Jurek and his many supporters:
We totally respect the beauty and natural appeal of
Katahdin, Baxter, the whole AT. Scott Jurek observed the
same leave-no-trace practices that any thru-hiker would, including packing out his toilet paper, his Clif Bar wrappers and
any other trash, even being sure to retrieve the champagne
cork. He ran with great respect for the environment and the
history of the Trail, and he made friends with many hikers.
Setting a record for completing the thru-run, posting photos
of a happy but exhausted runner at the summit, and describing the amazing physical effort involved, helps to promote
public awareness of our natural world and shows its importance to everyone.
Compromising the hiker’s experience?
In 2017, my own immediate concern was simpler. I was
planning to thru-hike – that’s the accepted spelling in Hikerese – the AT myself, and I was worried by newspaper stories, Internet postings, and word-of-mouth reports that access to the Trail, and especially to Katahdin, might need to be
limited in order to prevent overuse that could harm its many
ecosystems. At one point, Baxter’s then-director Jensen Bissell mentioned the possibility of closing the park to the Trail
altogether.
Fortunately, that seems to have been intended more as a
caution than as an actual threat. As Eben Sypitkowski, who
became the park’s director in 2018, explained when we
spoke on the phone this fall, “We had been trying to start a
conversation with the Appalachian Trail Conservancy about
how our use-paradigms are somewhat different from theirs.”
Jurek’s run, said Sypitkowski, was therefore timely, because it
[Continued next page]
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ensured the conversation, raising awareness that use of the
Trail means observing the rules and the authority of many
different agencies – the National Park system, the U.S. Forest
Service, state parks, land trusts, private property owners, and
some two dozen regional clubs that maintain the Trail.
The Appalachian Trail Conservancy’s concern about ultrarunners is incidental to its main responsibilities, but
there’s a connection. “We acknowledge that there are Fastest Known Times (FKT’s) on the Trail,” said Jordan Bowman,
the ATC’s media representative, “but it’s not our duty, nor
our desire, to maintain them. We do recognize that there are
a lot of types of people using the Trail, and our concern is
that they respect the land and that we keep it a welcoming
place for all of them.”
Of Jurek’s encounter with the park rangers in Baxter, the
ATC’s information services manager Laurie Potteiger, added,
“We focus on educating the public about proper use of the
Trail. If you’re broadcasting your image out to the world, you
can expect greater scrutiny.”
Broadcasting? “I wanted people to be able to follow
along,” Jurek remarked in one interview. His fans could track
him on a GPS, and he encouraged friends join him for legs of
the run. But he also said, “I didn't know it would create such
a buzz. I'd literally be waking up a lot of mornings, getting out
of our van, and somebody would be out there, or several
people would be out ready to run at 5:30 a.m.”
Extrapolate from that remark, and you can believe Jurek
when he added that on his final ascent he invited only ten
people to accompany him and his wife, so as not to exceed
the 12-person limit. By then, however, it was obvious that
many more fans were following his progress, and two or
three dozen of them swelled the crowd at the summit. You’ll
see 30 or 40 people on Katahdin frequently on a good summer day, but they’re generally not all there whooping for one
person. Given the attention he’d received for weeks prior to
the finish, Jurek might have been not so naïve as to think he
had adequately addressed the park’s rules.
Posting a video of himself with the champagne didn’t
help either. “Those pictures of him at the summit – that’s
something we’re not comfortable with,” said Sypitkowski.”
Hike your own hike?
Public recognition has to be important to anyone for
whom endurance sports are in some way a professional career. Jurek, who has inspired a generation of ultrarunners,
gets sponsorships and interviews, and he has written a book
(titled, simply and beautifully, North) to sell. So has Jennifer
Pharr Davis, who held the AT record before Jurek. In that
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context, said Jurek in one of his interviews, “I think it’s important to use a GPS tracker. People are watching under a
microscope and they’re skeptical if they can’t follow you. I
think, from a record standpoint, when there’s no governing
body or people checking, it’s important to be transparent.”
In 2016, Jurek’s friend and sometime pacer Karl Meltzer
broke Jurek’s AT record, finishing in 45 days, 22 hours and 38
minutes. A year after that, former Boston College distance
runner Joe McConaughy lowered the record to 45 days, 12
hours, 15 minutes. The record fell again this year – by a
whopping four days – thanks to Karel Sabbe, 28, from Ghent,
Belgium, who reached Katahdin on August 28 in a total of 41
days, 7 hours, 39 minutes.
So is this kind of competition part of what the AT, the
Pacific Crest Trail (PCT) or any of the other National Scenic
Trails is really about? To flip the question around, is
attempting to set a record for a thru-run on these trails what
ultrarunning is really about?
As the ATC’s Bowman observes, the AT is for use by many
types of people. (Not all: Except for a few designated miles,
it’s not open to mountain bikes, horses or snowmobiles, and
ATVs are banned.) Motivation and ability vary widely among
hikers. The most often-heard piece of advice or encouragement you hear on the AT is, “Hike your own hike.”

Dave Horton has heard that mantra, and he hears a subtext in it. When asked about Jurek’s run and the ensuing debate, he remarked, “You hear ‘Hike your own hike – except if
you hike too fast!’ I have problems with that.” In Horton’s
view, Jurek’s run is commendable both as a demonstration of
athletic endurance and because, as he said recently, “It
brought tons of attention to the Appalachian Trail.”
Jurek said something similar in a Runner’s World interview: “I believe getting more people out using our areas in a
sustainable fashion is the best way to keep them wild because these users become passionate about the land and
places they recreate.”

Tons of attention – or intrusion?
Such arguments, says Chris Brown, are disingenuous.
Brown, former Director of both the Wilderness and the Wild
and Scenic Rivers programs for the U.S. Forest Service and,
before that the National Park Service’s chief planner for the
Appalachian Trail, rejects the greater-awareness-throughpublicity claim voiced by Jurek, Horton, and others. (Actually,
in a recent phone conversation, he said it in words more
blunt than “disingenuous.”)
“You’re shooting yourself in the foot if you try to see it
that way,” he said. Brown, who has won age-group competi[Continued next page]
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tions in 70-mile canoe races, who navigates the Boundary
Waters National Park with a compass rather than a GPS, and
who likes untrammeled wilderness, hears such arguments as
attempts at self-justification.
“We see the same thing on popular rivers. It’s hard to
restrict anyone’s use of the Appalachian Trail, but the idea
that something commercial raises awareness? No. In terms of
people trying to set records, a role the ATC can play is to not
hype it.”
Brown’s remark, or Jurek’s for that matter, invites a reminder that there’s a move in some political quarters toward
allowing private companies to operate state and national
parks. Hm? Put Disney or MGM in charge of running Yellowstone or the Everglades? Those corporations could do plenty
to publicize the places: install a few water slides, build hotels,
open the trails to vehicles… [Irony heavily intended here, in
case you weren’t sure.]
The issue of balancing outdoor recreation with the need
to protect forests, rivers, and mountains is longstanding. Hiking the Appalachian Trail, including speed-hiking it, is a wonderful test of one’s physical and mental capacities. As for the
Trail’s use by ultrarunners, Bill Bryson and Cheryl Strayed,
both superb writers but inexperienced backpackers, probably
have done much more to create an upsurge in thru-hike
attempts – many of them by people who were similarly ill
prepared – in the last two years than Jurek and Meltzer did.
Where, then, do you draw a line between “hike (or run)
your own hike” and serious overuse? Addressing that question, the ATC is devising and implementing more ways to
alert trail users to good practices. For example, a website
showing the planned starting dates for thru-hikers helps reduce overcrowding, especially at shelters and campsites in
northern Georgia. Baxter State Park posts notices about its
rules, and about how to get a permit to ascend Katahdin,
from one end of the Trail to the other.

Aesthetic distinctions, maybe
In philosophical terms, qualitative assessments of Trail
use are to some extent subjective, but here’s an aesthetic
distinction worth noting: Horton, Pharr Davis, Jurek, Meltzer,
and Sabbe all set records for a supported completion of the
Appalachian Trail. Friends and family met them at roadcrossings, brought them food and water, gave massages,
took them to motels and restaurants.
In contrast, Joe McConaughy broke Meltzer’s record
while entirely self-supported. That is, he carried his tent and
sleeping bag in his own pack, hiked into towns to resupply
himself with food or take a shower, and still finished faster
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than anyone before him, supported or not. Before him, the
previous record for a similarly self-supported AT hike belonged to Heather Anderson, who completed the long walk in
54 days, 7 hours, 48 minutes – and, hiking from Maine to
Georgia, finished in almost complete solitude, encountering
just two hikers at the Springer Mountain terminus. At one
point, Anderson held both that record and the self-supported
record for the 2,650-mile Pacific Crest Trail.
Totally self-supported thru-hikers may be called purists,
occupying one end of the spectrum of how people appropriately walk or run on the Trail. On the other end are slackpackers who depend on ample support. (I met one smart
middle-aged woman on the Trail who spent every night in a
motel. Her husband would spend each day on the nearest
golf course, then pick her up at the end of that day’s walk. A
brilliant arrangement, probably ensuring a long marriage.)
Still, the distinctions can be fuzzy. When Backpacker interviewed Jennifer Pharr Davis following her own record performance in 2011, she said, “I never really ran—I was hiking
just like everyone else. I saw black bears, snakes, tons of porcupines. Every day I was greeting the sun and watching the
sunset. It’s a full immersion experience. I was doing it for the
same reasons as any backpacker, and if your intentions are
pure then you're doing it for the right reasons.”
Personal styles differ. Describing his motivation in North,
Scott Jurek wrote, “You have to have some ego.” In one interview Jurek called his AT run “my masterpiece,” and in another he remarked, “When you open up the public to a feat like I
had attempted, there are costs that come with that. Having
fans show up on the trail wanting to run with me didn’t help
my pursuit of breaking the record. But I was willing to pay
that price. I definitely enjoyed that, but the media attention
took on a life of its own.”
For some ultrarunners, the AT and the PCT are undeniably inviting. Scott Jurek has contributed enormously to the
sport of ultrarunning. And Karel Sabbe’s new record is practically as astonishing as a sub-two-hour marathon.

When Sabbe was on the Trail, Eben Sypitkowski was
aware of the Belgian’s intention to break the record. “We
reached out to Karel,” said the Baxter director, whose intention apparently was realized. The video of Sabbe’s finish at
Katahdin’s summit shows two or three other people on the
summit, and no champagne.
There’s ample glory in Sabbe’s accomplishment. But
there’s less noise.
John is a SMAC member from Florence.
*****
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Battling Beastly Jellyfish in a Magical Place Called Middlefart
by Grace Coller

Grace (far right) and fellow Team USA racers at the 2018 Aquathlon World Championship Races (photo courtesy G. Coller)

On July 12 this past summer, I competed for Team USA at
the at the 2018 Aquathlon World Championship Races in
Middlefart (yes, you read that right), Denmark. I’ve hesitated
to write about the experience for quite a while. To be honest,
I was unsure how I felt about my performance. I think now I
would say it was... okay.
Okay is not ideal for a world championship event. Okay is
just Okay. I run with people in Western Massachusetts in
SMAC who wouldn’t run as slow as I ran there on their absolute slowest day. I swim with people on the UMass Masters’
Team that wouldn’t swim as slow as I swam on their slowest
day. I try to tell myself that perhaps I’m the Jack of All Trades,
Master of None. But that’s a pretty rough way to think about
myself, so perhaps let’s stick with - I’m an ordinary woman
doing extraordinary things. Yeah, that’s better.
Of course, I did have to qualify for my position on Team
USA. “They don’t just give out those kits with your name on
them,” I was reminded by my coach. “You have to earn that.”
My performance at Worlds was greatly affected by the
heatstroke I suffered three weeks before, at my half-iron dis-
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tance race in Freetown, MA (please feel free to read about it
here: www.triathamomblog.com). Also, the literally hundreds
of stinging jellyfish present were a thing. So many jellyfish.
We’ll get to that.
Gearing up for the big race as a representative for Team
USA was nearly as exciting as the event itself. My family and I
scraped and saved and paid for needed items, such as a Team
USA kit with my name on it (!) and a parade kit for the day
before my event where I would take part in the Parade of
Nations. Before leaving, my husband and I left our kids with
my parents; through their fear our children gave us hugs and
kisses. My son made me “super promise” that I’d come home
safe and that I’d let him wear my participation medal. Our
daughter cried, which was unusual. This was a big deal and a
huge undertaking.
Our trip to Denmark included planes, trains, and automobiles, and had us travelling for a total of 24 hours to arrive in
the city of Odense on the Island of Fyn, Denmark. Our hotel
was a half block from Hans Christian Anderson’s home, and
the surrounding area was the stuff of lore. Cobblestone
[Continued next page]
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streets, bikes leaning against the incredibly quaint 1,000-year
-old village homes, and a quiet and relaxed feel all around.
Against this backdrop, lycra-wearing athletes would zip by
the hotel on aero bikes.
I commented to my husband, “I think we might be in a
very specific heaven, designed very specifically for me.”
He agreed.

I said that, of course, as I launched into the water,
breathing spastically and attempting to avoid the white jellies
by sighting underwater. This technique worked until I approached a wall of the dreaded pink jellies. These guys were
much, much smaller but packed a wallop of a sting which
could not be avoided. At that point, I opted to swim back to
shore and be finished with my practice swim. When I flipturned to return to shore, one stung my left leg, and I
screamed in pain. Now both legs were feeling the wrath of
Denmark nature.

Odense welcomed athletes from around the world with
huge banners across town markets. The one tall, modernlooking building we could see had a light-up banner across
the entire top of the building and the locals were friendly and
curious. It truly was magical. I felt humbled and important.
And nervous as hell.
Along our journey and before the race, my husband and I
met many Team USA members who will now be forever
friends. We met and connected with them while arriving by
train, at the hotel, through online groups, and at local restaurants. The feeling of camaraderie was unbeatable. Many of us
are already looking forward to seeing one another again at
Nationals (a Team USA qualifying event) in Miami this coming
November.
The day before my event of Aquathlon, which consisted
of a 1,000-meter swim and a 5K run, the aquathletes were
invited to a warm-up run with coach Karen, Team USA’s official coach. Karen and I chatted quite a bit while she gently led
us through the landscape of Odense, asking us to stop at a
local park to do a few exercises to warm us up, shake out our
muscles, and prepare for a huge effort the following day.
Somehow, during these exercises I contracted poison ivy on
my right ankle and leg. The rest of the workout was far less
painful. A quick visit to the Team USA doctor resolved the
stinging and itching pain and I was cleared to go to the afternoon’s practice swim over in the nearby town of Middlefart,
as well as to the briefing that followed.
The warm-up swim began in the usual way, with me awkwardly donning my long-sleeve wetsuit for the frigid Denmark waters. It was when I approached the shore that I noticed something was very wrong. There were more jellyfish
than I had ever seen in my life. Huge, white jellyfish. Where I
was standing, I was in the one clear spot surrounded by at
least five of those jelly beasts. We were counselled by some
locals that if we pushed on the top of a jellyfish, it would be
pushed away without harm to us from its tendrils of pain
lurking beneath. Fair enough.
No, wait... NOT fair. Terrifying. I looked at my husband,
my lower lip beginning to tremble… “I’m not doing this.”
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No swimmer’s favorite water hazard. Jellies galore in Middlefart.

I realized in that moment that when I swam carefully, I
was still stung. So I decided that on the day of the race I
would not swim carefully. I would swim to place for Team
USA! My husband agreed with my new philosophy. “Yes, he
proclaimed - the winners will not be swimming around the
jellyfish. They’ll be doing what they need to do to get ahead.”
It was on! Perhaps with my high pain tolerance I may even
have an advantage here, I thought.
The briefing that followed suggested Vaseline application
as a jellyfish sting preventative and warned that the heat following the swim would be grueling. The forecast called for
the hottest it had been in Denmark in 7 years. Great. Still, I
was determined to do what I could to bring my best race.
The morning of the race, our new good friends gave us a
ride back over to Middlefart, which was an hour from the
team’s hotel. It was already 80 degrees when we arrived, and
after waiting in the sun for at least another hour I was ready
to go. I brought Aquaphor and covered my exposed hands,
feet, and face with it to keep those jellies at bay. The officials
added Vaseline to this and my husband captured a photo of
said moment. I love the photo because it was perhaps the
bravest moment of my life -- I knew what I was about to jump
into and I was focused and determined even while being
smeared with Vaseline.
[Continued next page]
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Although I am not yet 40, I competed as such and entered the corral with women age 40+. My husband reminded
me of a promise I made him, that I’d sprint to the finish no
matter what, because he’d never seen
me do that. The other women and I
bathed in gratitude through our words
with one another. Standing by my side I
noticed a friend of mine who had survived cancer again this past year, and
another friend whose smile lights up a
room, and another I had not seen since
Nationals. It was the calm before the
Vaseline application
storm. Then the horn went off.
When the race started, these sweet, grateful women suddenly became an absolute whirlwind – swimming around and
over me like I’d never experienced. Eventually, I found my
way to calmer waters and began to pass people. I’m passing
people in a WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP… what a feeling!
Once we had swam to the 100-yard line, I noticed something wonderful: there were NO jellyfish! I was beyond relieved. I continued to do very well in the swim, even passing
some people from the wave that left before mine. But I have
a bad habit of giving people their space, even in races. This
cost me some ground in the water as we cornered into the
final stretch back to the marina.
That’s when it happened. I swam into what an overlyoptimistic teammate called an “aquarium scene” of jellyfish.
An absolute impenetrable wall of jellyfish. It boggled my
mind. But I stuck to my plan. I forged forth into the mess, being stung repeatedly and hard by the small pink jellies, and
getting the large white jellies pushed into my face. I suffered
over 10 stings to my face alone, but I didn’t slow a bit.
The final green buoy was perhaps one of the most welcome sights of my entire life. I made it! At this point, I ran to
my transition area and began to remove my wetsuit. I took
entirely too long engaging in this process and lost precious
minutes putting on socks; we’re always learning!
I took off fast on the run, but not too fast, as I was advised to take it easy for the first two minutes or so. Those
first two minutes included a steep little hill and I was glad to
comply with the plan. At this point, two women passed me. It
was then that I took in some of my surroundings, which included one woman who sported a team kit from Japan, and
another who was from Ireland. What a world! What a life! I
was lit up from the inside out. I was sure that my face translated the feeling literally, as it had felt on fire since I’d left the
water’s edge.
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The heat was shocking. It came in waves, and I told myself repeatedly, it’s only a 5k, it won’t kill me. I was advised by
my coach to not wear a watch, but as it turned out, that technique would have been best saved for a race not following
the heatstroke, and maybe one that included more speed
work and practice leading up to it.
I ran at my normal 13.1-mile run pace rather than at my
5K pace. The three weeks between my 70.3 and Worlds were
not enough for me to switch over to new pacing without the
help of my watch. That said, I did still pass some people on
the run, including some from the wave previous to mine. I
high-fived some of my teammates and headed toward the
finish line.
This was where my husband yelled, “Sprint! You superpromised!” imitating my son’s lisp, and I was filled with joy
and exhilaration. I sprinted across the finish and was handed
an American flag. Words cannot describe that feeling.
Soon enough I was calm and able to grab a banana
(universal symbol of race completion) and a finisher T-shirt to
gift to my husband for all of his amazing sherpa-ing. I met a
gentleman from France in the finisher corral who chose to
not do the race because of the jellyfish, and I heard about a
few others from England who also did not participate for the
same reason.

My husband and I celebrated by taking a short flight to
England and visiting dear friends and their darling son. They
took us to incredible place there, including St. Michael’s
Mount, a castle on an island that is only accessible by foot
when the tide is out. We spent four days laughing and eating
rich foods. I wouldn’t trade any of the experience for the
world. While I did not perform my absolute best, I came
home able to definitively say that I am 27th in the world in
my age group of 40–44 at swimming through jellyfish and
then running a 5K!
*****

Life well lived (photo courtesy G. Coller)
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SMAC at the Races: Fall 2018 (Photos by Ben Kimball and Vickie Barlow)

Eric Nazar floats across a floating bridge
at the Run Stanley 5K in Westfield.

Jeff Folts, Andrea Carnes, and Jeannie LaPierre all gracefully cruising towards the
last quarter-mile or so of the 2018 Don Maynard 5-Miler in Greenfield.

Peter Kennedy, Jim Farrick, Keith Streeter.

John Reino and Brian Williams in Conway.

Brian Williams on the climb at Monroe.

Carla Woman at the Monster Dash 5K.

Aaron Stone at the top of Mt. Toby.

Catherine Bezio at the Conway 10K.
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Mountain Goat Diaries: From Kearsarge to Cranmore
by Jeannie LaPierre
The typical question before a road race is “Are there
hills?” In mountain running, it’s, “What’s the elevation and in
how many miles?” For those who’ve run Mt. Washington,
you know the motto “only one hill.” So when a friend suggested signing up for the USATF-NE Mountain Running Series
(2005), I didn’t give it a second thought. Yes you can, I told
myself. Complete five out of six races and you earn a mountain goat t-shirt and be counted in the official scoring.
Mt. Kearsarge started the series on May 22, 2005. The
first rolling 5 miles began in rural Warner, NH under rainy
skies and 40° temps. Then we entered Rollins State Park for
the 3.5-mile ascent. Within a few steps, I got a lesson in gravitational pull. My head dropped, my eyes acutely aware of
the frost heaves. At the foggy summit, an enclosed plastic
yurt with heater provided shelter from the downpour and
wind. We shuttled down to the elementary school, changing
into dry clothes in bathrooms with tiny toilets and sinks.
While I didn’t win one of the five chance entries to run Mt.
Washington, I’d already run it four consecutive years so that
box had been checked. One of the top contenders contested
that he didn’t get an entry. Hushed discussion ensued. He
came away happy.
Over the summer, each mountain continued to present
its own personality. Mt. Wachusett in Princeton, MA was on
the same weekend as the Vermont City Marathon. A friend,
who carried a small camera up the 4.3-mile ascent, would be
heading to Burlington after the race. He stopped short of the
finish to snap my picture. I liked this mountain’s curvaceous
build and graceful rollers. It’s a quick run, a gem of a race
with surround-sound views.

the CT chapter due to my residence and had been inadvertently left out of the overall scoring as the member lists consisted only of the New England Association. Dealing with
USATF was disheartening, though eventually they adhered to
their own guidelines and included me in the scoring. Later for
that frustrating story.
The Northfield Mountain Trail Run occurred on June 25th ,
following Mt. Washington (which was not part of the series).
As it was one of the NE Mountain Running Series selection
races, a number of elites participated, including locals Kelli
Lusk and Paul Low of Amherst as well as Anna Pirchtova of
the Czech Republic. The course followed singletrack trail with
switchbacks and severe descents. While not considered very
technical, those of us used to pure ascent on pavement
found pacing a speculative chore. Yours truly ate dirt and
some kind of bush. Greens are good for you, eh?
Mt. Cranmore, NH—the final event in August—was also a
championship race for the team who would compete in New
Zealand. Cranmore was three up-and-down loops for the
men and two loops for the women, with some 19% grades
for 9 miles, a shorter distance for the women. At the start in
mid-pack, I moved in step with the group towards the first
climb when suddenly like a key pulled from the ignition, we
stopped. Soon enough I hit the rubble of rocks on the black
diamond ski trail. One of the elite men designed this grass
and rock course, which caused most of us to power hike on
some sections. Cranmore was like that annoying uncle with
[Continued next page]

In early June, Pack Monadnock racers suffered from a
steamy hot spell. I got lost driving up alone on winding, back
roads but eventually found the school in Wilton, NH. This
point-to-point 10-miler through the countryside presented us
with 9 miles of substantial hills topped off with a mile climb
averaging 11.5% before the last 30% grade. If a mountain can
be passive aggressive, old Pack M holds the title.
Mt. Ascutney in Vermont was an immediate and constant
rise for 3.8 miles up the auto road, a simulation of Mt. Washington; average grade 12%, some sections 19%. Let’s call Mt.
Ascutney aspirational. The usuals were there: Dave Dunham,
Suzy West, peppermint patty man, coffee guy, and new
friends of the circuit.
USATF-NE sponsors the Mountain Running Series. Connecticut and Maine are separate associations. I belonged to
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Jeannie descending Cranmore (photo courtesy J. LaPierre)
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of a spot on the national team. Or maybe it was one too
many complimentary Red Bulls. Me? I put on a brave face as I
put on the brakes to avoid falling. One of the regulars told
me that during the race he sat down in a patch of blueberries
for a spell. An attitude that eschews scoring and time for a
few berries has found a happy place on top of a mountain
under the August sun. And why not?
Though the series whips you into shape, recovery is nonexistent, making long runs in between problematic. Hill running makes you stronger and keeps you honest. You can only
run as fast as the grade allows. Next year I’ll be in the USATFNE chapter to try it again as I turn the half-century mark.
What a blast!

Descending Cranmore, Jeannie gets overtaken by the second-place
male finisher, who was completing his 3rd loop to her 2nd. She notes
that she was trying to keep her center of gravity while doing some
kind of funky thing with her fingers. (photo courtesy J. LaPierre)
[Mtn. Goat Diary, continued from previous page]

the story that has more twists and turns than The Taming of
the Shrew. The twenty-somethings feared nothing in pursuit
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Post Script 2018: I did not participate in the series the following year but felt emboldened by the experience and ran the
Pisgah 23K trail race, a few ten milers, and a half marathon.
I'd had my fill of mountain racing and driving all over creation
to do it. The art of the climb is such a rich metaphor. When
you get to where you're headed, embrace the view. It's a
new perspective.
Jeannie is a SMAC member from North Granby, CT.
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Oops, I Finished the Reykjavik Marathon Barefoot and Dead Last
by Rebecca González-Kreisberg
Oops, I finished the Reykjavik Marathon barefoot and
dead last. I definitely did not plan for it to go that way. On
Saturday, August 18, my legs said, “nope, let’s feel like lead”
and my feet said, “nope, these Merrells are not minimal
enough,” but my mind and my endurance said, “nah, you got
it.” The thing is, though: finishing Reykjavik was the final nail
in redemption from my emotional walk off of the Chicago
Marathon course well before the finish last year.
The marathon starts together with the half marathon,
but the races split around 10 miles in, with half marathoners
heading to the finish line and marathoners plugging onward
for 16 more miles. While I did not realize it when I signed up
(with support and sponsorship from Francia Wisnewski, Nan

Mead, Carla Halpern, and Gina Vanasse), there really is no
“back of the pack” group for the marathon. It seems that slow
folks who participate in the event tend to choose either the
half marathon or 10K races.
The soles of my feet were already hurting immensely by
the half marathon point, and I could only guess that my shoes
were causing the problem. (Up until Reykjavik, I ran exclusively in Merrell Trail Glove 4s, including for my 53.2-mile effort
at the BURCS 24-hour Fatass at Notchview in July; now, after
the marathon, I only wear Lems Primal 2s for practically everything.) At this point, I was running by myself and felt extremely uncomfortable. I wanted to take my shoes off, but I
was also acutely aware that I did not think I was capable of
finishing a half marathon barefoot, after having already run
half of a marathon. I held off until there was only 8K left in
the race. Off went my shoes, and sweet relief arrived. It was a
challenging and unexpected way to complete a road marathon, but I would do it all over again exactly the same way.
With a few hundred yards left, I found myself in the hardest, most painful sprint of my life, attempting to squeak in
under the 7:30 limit for gun time. With six seconds to spare, I
stopped in my tracks exactly at the finish line, dropped my
shoes and socks (with chip attached), and was declared the
final finisher.
While the marathon was challenging and often lonely, I
felt very well supported. Even as they began clearing aid stations, they left out small quantities of water jugs, cups, and
bananas for their remaining runners. Sweep bikers stayed in
my vicinity for at least the last ten miles and were actively
worried in the aftermath of the removal of my shoes. In the
last five miles, I had constant bike support and it was evident
they could tell I was committed to finishing. And in the final
stretch towards the finish line, a volunteer jogged up next to
me and pointed, telling me that I basically had less than 60
seconds to go the remaining distance.
My finishing chip time was 7 hours 26 minutes 52 seconds. While challenging, the marathon course is absolutely
gorgeous, and the rolling hills and sunny weather were ideal
for running in the mid-50s with periodic ocean breezes. I am
incredibly grateful that I had the chance to run the race.
Rebecca is a SMAC member from Amherst.

Rebecca sans shoes in Reykjavik (photo courtesy R. G-Kreisberg).
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Trail Talk

Going Up: Mountain Climbing for Runners
by Ben Kimball
Before I was a runner I was a hiker. My father took my
brother and me hiking in Acadia nearly every week when we
were little. The park was literally in our backyard, so getting
to trailheads didn’t take very long and we knew how to avoid
crowded areas in the summer (though it was a lot less crowded in general back then; it was the ‘70s after all).
The hikes made for some of our best family time. My
brother and I really enjoyed the cold sodas that Dad bought
and packed to the top for us (Orange Crush! RC Cola! Mello
Yello! Just plain Coke!), and those pink granite summit ledges
quickly became my favorite place to be as a kid (well, after
the Star-Wars-toy aisle up at Woolworths, that is).
By fourth grade I’d made it to the summit of nearly every
peak in the park. By fifth grade I’d climbed Katahdin, and by
the end of high-school I’d made it to the top of every mountain in Acadia (and obsessively set foot on every foot of every
trail on the entire island; I still have the old AMC map full of
orange magic-marker lines that I used to track my progress).
The thrill of making it to the top of new peaks never got old.
All of which is just to say that the climbing came first for
me. Running started as a lark one day when, as Dad and my
brother and I descended the north ridge of Dorr Mountain,
we decided to just let gravity win. Instead of carefully stepping as we made our way down, we just did what our bodies
wanted us to do: we stopped braking and ran. Down the
open ledges, flying over occasional drops, leaping off rocks,
and sometimes swinging on tree branches. Dangerously but
thrillingly, the precise placement of a next footfall was decided in mid-air. We whooped, we hollered, and we laughed,

Climbing the fire road trail at Mt. Toby in Sunderland.
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and it was so much freaking fun. At the bottom, we knew
we’d just established a grand new family tradition. The climb,
which did come first, led the way to superb descent delights.
Over time, however, the running spread to more than
just downhills. Hiking boots gave way to trail shoes. And the
big backpacks of yore evolved into hydration vests while
Nalgene bottles morphed into handheld carry bottles. It was
the mid-90s, and I learned about trail running. The national
magazines and websites didn’t exist yet, but a now-defunct
regional journal called Running Wild chronicled all aspects of
the northeastern trail running scene.
Today, runners in the Pioneer Valley area are fortunate
to have a bounty of appealing local peaks to scamper around
on. Among the mountains that offer enjoyable runs (both up
and down) are Mt. Warner in Hadley (a 2-mile loop); Mt. Tom
in Holyoke/Easthampton (many miles of options); Mt. Toby in
Sunderland/Montague (run up the fire road, soar down the
RFT on Cranberry Ridge); Sugarloaf; Pocumtuck Ridge; Greenfield Ridge; Northfield Mountain (the Rose Ledge Trail loop is
terrific); Mt. Grace; and Moore Hill in DAR State Forest (try
the lovely NEMBA Trail). So many fun options.

Mountain running basically combines nearly everything I
love into one enticing activity. I run roads and tracks too, for
variety and training, but my heart is still out in the hills, freely
flowing up and over those peaks with wild abandon and joy.
Ben is the editor of The Sugarloaf Sun newsletter and author
of the guidebook Trail Running Western Massachusetts.

Running across an open ridge on Alander Mtn. in southwestern Mass.
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Trail Talk

The Northeast Uphill Mountain Running Series
Guest Article by Fred Ross
Having run the USATF-NE Mountain Series for many
years, I noticed that it seemed to slowly evolve into having
fewer uphill mountain races and more mountain trail races.
Which really didn’t bother me too much, but there were a
few runners that didn’t like it, and as a result they stopped
participating in that series.

to the Top of Vermont, the Mt. Greylock Road Race, Prospect
Mountain Road Race, Ascutney Mountain Run, and of course
Mt. Washington. I’ve wanted to have such a series since the
late ‘70’s. It’s all about keeping in shape n having FUN!!!
Please see the series website for requirements to join.

Many years later, I became bothered that the USATF-NE
website stopped keeping the Mountain/Trail/Ultra section
current. It seemed more into the road, track, and XC races. I
finally emailed them about it, wondering why they didn't include a link to everything that Dave Dunham was doing, as he
kept track of everything AND kept it current! So, I “dropped”
out of USATF and started my own series! I called it the Northeast Uphill Mountain Series (NEUMS).

• Lottery bypass to the Northeast Delta Dental Mount Wash-

Originally, I wanted at least one race per state in New
Hampshire, Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts, and New York. I
was not thinking about RI and CT, for obvious reasons. Also, I
wanted all of the races to be uphill on roads, as Mt. Washington is. At first, I was amazed I couldn’t find much in Maine!
But I did finally find Hacker’s Hill Climb.

• Support for the great work performed by the World-

Since the Mount Washington Road Race is the “Ultimate”
mountain race, as far as I'm concerned, I made it the final
race in my series. By doing this, the series ended up covering
two calendar years (starting in one and ending in the next)...
which a few people discouraged, but it was what I wanted :)

place, $50 for second place, and $25 for third place, based
on total points from your best 4 races (which is how everyone will be scored). Whoever wins the race gets 100 points;
everyone else’s points will be calculated by dividing the
winner’s time by your own. Thanks to my local running
club, the Red Clover Rovers, for supporting this!

In talking with the Mount Washington Auto Road folks, I
was allowed to have up to 30 runners receive a lottery bypass
into the Northeast Delta Dental Mount Washington Road
Race. To earn a lottery bypass, you must complete four of the
five races to become a "Mtn Goat."
I also added prize money! Red Clover Rovers would give
$75 for 1st-place, $50 for 2nd, and $25 for men and women
with the highest points from their best four races. To join the
series, runners had to donate $15 to the Mt. Washington Observatory and the American Trail Running Association (ATRA)
to help defer runners’ costs of going to Worlds.
The first series spanned 2013–2014. Laurel Shortell did all
7 races while I did 6, and we were the only two to become
Mtn. Goats. My wife Donna was the only other person to join
the series that first year. If it weren't for Laurel's loyalty to
the series, it probably would have ended with the first year!
Now in the 6th edition, the NEUM series is going strong.
Two of the five races have been completed, and the rest will
pick up again in the spring. Races in the series are: the Race
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Benefits of doing the NEUM series:
ington Road Race
• Great camaraderie with others of similar interests, not to

mention the pleasure of running up beautiful mountains!
• Support for fellow runners that will represent the USA at

the World Championships by helping defer their personal
costs to compete
Famous Mount Washington Observatory
• Custom certificates for each runner that attains “Mountain

Goat” status by completing all the races
• Men’s & Women’s overall winners will receive $75 for first

Races of the series, in order:
Sunday, August 27, 2017: The North Face Race to the Top of
Vermont (4.3 miles) – Stowe, VT
Sunday, Sept 3, 2017: Mount Greylock Road Race (8 miles) –
North Adams, MA

Saturday, May 12th, 2018: Prospect Mountain Road Race
(5.67 miles) – Lake George, NY (not yet listed)
**Sunday, June 10: Ascutney Mountain Run (3.7 miles) –
Windsor, VT (from 2017)
Saturday, June 15 – Northeast Delta Dental Mount Washington Road Race – Pinkham Notch, NH
**indicates 2017 date (2018 date TBD)
Fred is a member of the Brattleboro-based Red Clover Rovers
running club, and is involved in all sorts of local running activities.
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Race Series

SMAC Series Update and Open Invitation to Awards Dinner
by John Reino
The 9th year of the SMAC Race Series is now down to its
final two races. This year the Series goes back to its roots by
having the season finale at the Monson Half. It is customary
to have the longest-distance race of the 15 in the group be at
the conclusion; it provides participants a chance to be at
their maximum race performance/training (having had 14
races prior) for the conclusion and it serves as an exclamation
mark to wrap up the 8-month racing season. And for anyone
who also doesn’t race year-round, it serves as the winter
break to regroup and rehab. However, before the Series gets
to Race #15, it has to pass through Race #14: Hatfield’s Dan
Barry Memorial 5-miler – the so-called “Potato Race.”
The Series standings after Northfield’s Monster Dash are:
Male
Points
1. Robert Bezio
1195.7
2. Ron Boyden
1062.7
3. Peter Kennedy
990.66
Female
Points
1. Sarah Nelson
1148.24
2. Erin Cassidy
1139.56
3. Alice McKeon
1047.6

The Series Closing Ceremony is scheduled for Thursday,
November 15 from 6–9 p.m. at the Marriott Courtyard on
Route 9 in Hadley (see announcement below). The ceremony
includes a meal, a guest speaker, and awards (for Final Standings Top 1–3 M/F, Series Finishers, and Perfect Attendance).
Naturally, this event is scheduled for ALL Series participants
(the Series entry fee is collected to defer some of these party
costs) and attendance is mandatory. But beyond that it is also
open to all current SMAC members (for a small charge). This
celebration is an opportunity for club members to mingle
over the past running year, to celebrate running and runners,
and to congratulate award winners. Also, for anyone interested in learning more about the Series for 2019, you are welcome to attend and observe the festivities; we encourage you
to meet the current Series’ participants to learn more about
the 8-month-long Series season for next year.
John Reino is a SMAC Board member from Deerfield and is
the director / M.C. of the 2018 SMAC Race Series.
*****

2018 SMAC RACE SERIES AWARDS DINNER!
When: Thursday, November 15, from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Where: Courtyard Marriott, 423 Russell St. (Route 9) in Hadley
hotel website
Why:
➢ To celebrate the SMAC Race Series and running in general
➢ To honor ALL Series participants, and present awards to the Series Finishers
➢ To enjoy great food and a presentation by an amazing guest speaker!!!
Cost: Series members and their families/guests are invited to enjoy the dinner courtesy of SMAC.
All SMAC members who are not members of the Series are invited to join us.
(for a contribution of $15 to help defray costs)
For more info: www.sugarloafmac.org
ALL SMAC MEMBERS ARE WELCOME – COME ENJOY THE COMPANY OF YOUR FELLOW RUNNERS!!!
IF YOU PLAN TO ATTEND,
PLEASE RSVP to
John Reino (jreino11@comcast.net)
by Monday, November 12
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Flash SMAC

Five Years Ago This Fall...
Photos by Ben Kimball

Current SMAC President Tom Raffensperger (in red at right) at the
(no-longer-current) Cider Donut 10K race in North Amherst.

Paul Peele crosses the wide-open XC hillside part of the course
at the 2013 ABC Fall Foliage 5K in Amherst.

Alexis Greenblatt and Pete Kakos at the 2013 Cider Donut 10K.

Kathie & Brian Williams and Amy Bowse at the 2013 Jail Break 5K.

Don Grant and Mike Townsley at the 2013 Bernardston 10K.

Lisa Chase and Mike Murphy at the 2013 Dan Barry 5K in Hatfield.
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Upcoming Races

Upcoming Races and Events in the Area
November
3 (Saturday) Bear Hole Run for the Trails 5K and 10K West Springfield, MA 10:00 a.m. (see ad next page) [TRAIL]
3 (Saturday) Fall Falcon Festival Fun Run (5K) Belchertown, MA 9:30 a.m. registration [cancelled]
3 (Saturday) Air Line Trail Ghost Run Half-Marathon New Hampton, CT 9:00 a.m. website
3 (Saturday) Amherst Half Marathon 5K Amherst, MA 11 a.m. website
4 (Sunday) Amherst Half Marathon Amherst, MA 8:00 a.m. website

4 (Sunday) Templeton 5K trail race Templeton, MA 9:00 a.m. website [TRAIL]
4 (Sunday) Dan Barry 5-Miler Hatfield, MA noon registration
11 (Sunday) Monson Memorial Classic Half-Marathon (and 5K) Monson, MA noon website
11 (Sunday) durtyfeets Upton State Forest 21K Trail Race Upton, MA 9:00 a.m. website [TRAIL]
15 (Thursday) SMAC Race Series dinner Hadley, MA 6:00 p.m. (see the SMAC Series article on p. 29) [SMAC social event]
17 (Saturday) Movember Trail Run (413 Trail Runners event; free) Mt. Tom, MA 9:00 a.m. Facebook [TRAIL]
18 (Sunday) Ray Brown Memorial K9 9K Wendell State Forest, MA 9:00 a.m. registration [DIRT ROAD]
18 (Sunday) Holiday Sweater Fun Run 5K Lee, MA 10:00 a.m. website
22 (Thursday) Stuffing the Pantry 5K East Longmeadow, MA 8:00 a.m. website

22 (Thursday) Give ‘em the Bird 5K Easthampton, MA 8:30 a.m. Facebook
22 (Thursday) Wilbraham Turkey Trot (5-miler) Wilbraham, MA 8:30 a.m. website
22 (Thursday) Sachem Scamper 5K Greenfield, MA 9:00 a.m. Facebook registration [TRAIL]
24 (Saturday) Talking Turkey 6-mile XC race Ashley Res, Holyoke, MA 1:00 p.m. Facebook [DIRT ROAD]
25 (Sunday) Gorge Apres Gorge 5K trail race Chesterfield, MA 9:00 a.m. link [TRAIL]

December
Greater Springfield Harriers weekly Snowstorm Classic races begin Saturday Dec. 1 at 9:00 a.m. in Forest Park website
2 (Sunday) Hot Chocolate 5K Northampton, MA 10:00 a.m. Facebook website

8 (Saturday) Seth’s Fat Ass 50K Springfield, MA 8:30 a.m. signup
8 (Saturday) Millinocket Marathon (free!) Millinocket, ME 10:00 a.m. website
29 (Saturday) North Adams Fat Ass 50K North Adams, MA 9:00 a.m. link
Jan. 1 (Tuesday) Sawmill River Run 10K Montague, MA 10:00 a.m. Facebook

January/February: Sawmill River Run 10K (Montague, MA), Arena Attack Indoor Race Series (Amherst, MA), Greenfield Winter Carnival 4-Miler (Greenfield, MA), Amherst 10-Miler (Amherst, MA), WMAC and WMDP snowshoe races,
and more. Also: indoor track meets, winter youth track, and all the XC skiing you can shake two sticks on your feet at.
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Upcoming Races
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Parting Shot

The Finish? It’s Several Miles Up Thataway...

Amy Sternheim rounds the turn at the lowest point on the course at the 2018
Conway Covered Bridge 10K race, and starts climbing. (photo by Ben Kimball)

Click here to join or to renew your SMAC membership in 2019

(and please send YOUR contributions for inclusion in future issues of The Sun!)
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